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Introduction
Background to Brand Safety

Brand safety is not a new concept. It is a suite of tools and approaches which have evolved
over the past 30 years, dating back to the earliest ads on the internet. At that point in time,
brand safety was a simple exercise where a brand, in collaboration with their publisher
partner, would decide where their ads should and should not appear.
When the programmatic world exploded in the late 2000s/early 2010s and exchange-based
buying became the norm, advertisers and their agency partners quickly developed brand
safety strategies to ensure that they would not appear alongside any adult content, hate
speech, illegal streams, or worse. In practice, the vast majority of advertisers paired a brand
safety tech vendor alongside a keyword and URL exclusion list to meet these goals.
However as digital media buying methodologies have evolved and the digital ecosystem and
world around it change, it is apparent that these blunt tactics don’t offer the flexibility and
nuance advertisers require today to reach their target audience.
Over the past 5 years we have seen a marked shift away from exchange-based buying, and
towards premium publishers. Because of this, advertisers have significantly reduced the
number of partners they work with. Buying and selling programmatically has become a far
more direct and collaborative process. However, the brand safety approach towards these
sites has remained the same as the old exchange-based approach.
This guide is designed to help Brands consider their Brand Safety strategies and consider if
they are fit for purpose in the ever evolving digital advertising ecosystem. We hope you find
it useful!
IAB Ireland Publisher Council
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Unintended
consequences
Brand safety/suitability describes the controls that companies in
the digital advertising supply chain employ to protect advertisers
against the negative impact on the brand's reputation, associated
with appearing adjacent to specific types of undesirable content.
While the industry agrees that unlawful or illicit content is
completely inappropriate for advertising, and publishers respect a
brands decision to avoid certain types of content that they deem
unsuitable if it doesn't align with the brand’s own values, in many

Publishers from the
IAB Ireland Publisher
Council noted that
some Brand Safety
controls can block
between 52% and
78% of their content
depending on how
they are used.

scenarios, the brand safety/suitability controls often block ads
from appearing next to legitimate and suitable content.
A lack of nuance in Brand Safety strategies means the tech behind brand safety in combination with these
catch-all approaches has three potential unintended consequences:
1. It limits reach for advertisers
2. It decreases revenue of quality publishers, news sites in particular
3. It could have the effect of rerouting programmatic media spend towards fake news and disinformation
sites.
Some examples:
Brand safety tech will block homepages and content pages on The Irish Times, The Examiner and more
because keywords like “Ukraine” appear.
Brand safety tech will block sports sites because they have words like “shooting” or “scrum”.
Brand safety tech will block beauty sites because they have keywords like “killer”.
A publisher might report on a white supremacist rally – this content will be excluded from advertising
due to prevalent keywords. A white supremacist website will never refer to the meet-up as a “white
supremacist rally” and this content will be supported by ads. The unspent budget must be spent so it
flows to other sites in the supply chain who have carefully worded content.
For publishers this limits the ability to monetize their readers and viewers and, for brands it can negatively
impact the performance and reach of their online advertising.
Advertisers have a fine balancing act between reducing the chances of negative consumer perception due
to inappropriate ad placement while also not overly restricting the reach of their digital advertising activity
especially in an unintended way.
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Brand Suitability
Brand Suitability describes the practices and tools that are put in place in addition to brand safety
controls to ensure that a digital advertising campaign appears against content that is deemed
appropriate for the brand.
It equally refers to the ability of a brand to choose the risk profile suitable to their brand.- low, medium
or high risk. The scale was, as well, developed by the 4As and endorsed by GARM, (IAB Europe
definition)
Brand suitability is about balancing the need for reach and protection according to a brand’s own
strategy. Whereas safety is not specific to any one brand, suitability will inevitably differ from brand to
brand. Brand safety should form the basis for advertising, and brand suitability is what’s layered on
top.
Brand suitability introduces important nuances into advertising — for both brands and publishers. It
provides brands/advertisers with a strategy for limiting risks without compromising reach and helps
fund premium content and support trusted publishers.
As detailed above in this doc, ineffective and overly restrictive blocking causes advertisers to lose out
on reaching their customers & loses publishers revenue on quality content. Brands miss out on valuable
opportunities to reach their audience and be associated with quality content & engaging discourse.
Resulting in brands only showing beside ‘vanila’ content that in most cases lacks the distinct personality
& identity of the brand. It can also penalise publishers of niche content due to perceived brand safety
issues e.g. GCN (Gay Community News).
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One of the tools brands can use is the risk profile developed by 4A’s which gives brands the ability to
choose the level of risk deemed suitable for their brand - low, medium, high risk. While few brands
may choose to be ‘high risk’ - choosing a medium level of risk will open up a brand to more content
and allow publishers to unlock previously blocked content while retaining a block on the categories
described as the Brand Safety Floor (‘the 11 evil categories’).

Check out the 4A's frameworks by clicking on the images below.

Brand Suitability - Best Practices
Define the brand’s core values & create brand suitability guidelines
Choose a risk threshold and review regularly
Work closely with trusted publishers that align with the brand’s core values
Align with verification partner
Revisit and review keyword blocking & ask if these words are blocking brand safe
content
Create a plan with agencies and publishers in case there’s any brand issues
Keep up-to-date with best practices in the industry and tools that can help unlock
more inventory
Communicate expectations and clear brand guidelines with all partners
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Examples of content
being blocked
IAB Ireland Publishers noted that some of the brand safety controls can block between 52% and 78%
of their content depending on how they are used. To us this seemed exceptionally high, especially
when we consider that the vast majority of this content is professionally created and curated with
practically no unmoderated user generated content and comments. When we delve a bit deeper we
discovered that a lot of the blocking would never have been the intention of the advertiser.
Here are four examples of stories on Irishtimes.com and independent.ie which were blocked from some
advertisers due to the keywords used. It is clear that the advertiser’s intention was to avoid content that
dealt with a fire related tragedy, hate-speech or other injury (unconscious) but the reality was that it
also blocked other innocuous content, including some related to diversity and inclusion, which is a
desirable type of content for many.
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Approaches to Brand
Safety and the
implications of each
Keyword blocklists
Keyword blocklists are sets of keywords that appear in content that you do not want your ad running
‘alongside of’. In other words, blocklists prevent ads from appearing next to content that contains
specific words.
Their use largely applies to current events and news content while digital advertising.
Some examples of keywords brands certainly don’t want to appear beside include:
Shooting
Dead
Explosion
Death
Bomb
Murder
Gun
Rape
At a glance, it makes sense that advertisers want to promote brand safety, guarding against any
association with inappropriate or damaging content. A fashion brand, for example, would not want to
advertise its newest products next to an article about rape. However, the use of keyword blocklists is a
bit more nuanced than that.
For example, you could have the keyword “shoot” on your blocklist, but that keyword is very contextdependent. A photoshoot and a school shooting are two very different things.
In fact, even the use of “coronavirus” on many blocklists has not worked as intended, where 76 percent
of coronavirus content is actually considered to be safe. This means that when three out of four news
stories at one point were related to the coronavirus (aka COVID-19), many advertisers missed out on
potential campaign reach.
Simply put, it’s the potential of missed opportunities that makes some question the use of keyword
blocklists.
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Approaches to Brand
Safety and the
implications of each
Contextual Targeting
Viewed by many within the industry as the strongest long term solution to brand safety concerns,
contextual targeting places ads in front of the target audience based on the content they’re viewing. It
represents a more flexible and sophisticated approach compared to URL and keyword blocking.
Contextual targeting isn’t just limited to text, with more advanced brand safety providers effectively
able to analyse video content, literally frame by frame, to ensure its suitability for their partners.
There are some downsides. It can be expensive, with many publishers paying an external data
provider for contextual advertising and advanced brand safety services. And from the advertisers
point of view, more individual planning is needed to ensure campaigns effectively reach the target
audience.
Many would see this as a more than worthwhile tradeoff however. Research shows that users are
much more likely to engage with an ad when served in an appropriate context. And as we enter the
cookieless world, with ever increasing public awareness around data privacy, the importance of
contextual targeting for effective online campaigns is set to grow.
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Approaches to Brand
Safety and the
implications of each
Semantic Brand Suitability Filtering
Does the word ‘attack’ refer to violence, football or both? Usually, it is the context of how a word is
used that conveys the true meaning. In a world full of words, phrases and acronyms with multiple
interpretations, it is challenging automated systems to determine the correct meaning of online editorial
and text.

In recent years, there have been significant advances in machine learning and artificial
intelligence. The semantic analysis of text is a linguistic approach for extracting the most
appropriate contextual-usage meaning of words based on syntactic structures, phrases, clauses,
sentences and paragraphs.
Semantic Science combines AI textual analysis with deep human insight and expertise to
understand the “meaning” of language so that we may classify it at an even more granular
level. Artificial Intelligence software provides high-definition analysis of any piece of text, from a
complex news article, to a contextual video.
This analysis data is used to protect brand reputation throughout the media transaction (preand post-bid) and to enable proactive contextual targeting of content aligned with a brand’s
equity or target audience profile.
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Advantage of the Semantic approach
The use of semantic filtering can increase campaign reach significantly and release valuable
inventory while maintaining brand safety thresholds.
Disadvantage of the Semantic approach
While semantic filtering will increase reach and inventory availability, sentiment is still open to a
level of interpretation there may be a risk of a false positive classification.
However, the addition of a limited number of base security keywords in addition to semantic
targeting will provide an extremely safe environment while unlocking reach and inventory

Source: DMG Media Ireland
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Tailoring your Brand
Safety Strategy
There cannot be a one-size-fits all approach to brand safety. At a basic level, your brand safety/suitability
strategy should be aligned to your buying mechanism. Each mechanism will have its own specific set of
capabilities with value/protection being provided by either the buy side, sell side or both. There are also
many customisable options which can be configured to mesh your brand safety and suitability expectations
alongside these capabilities.
The recommendation is publisher expertise and knowledge of their content should be utilised and trusted
where the buying mechanism allows. Where the buying mechanism means there is no relationship with the
publishers (exchange based buying), a 3rd party brand safety vendor should be utilised.
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Best Practices
Start off by considering the following:
Familiarise yourself with the different brand safety strategies (Keyword, Contextual, Semantic)
Consider your own brand values and understand what you’re trying to achieve by applying brand safety
in the first place.
Is there content that only your brand would want to avoid? Important to make sure the strategy
implemented by a publisher is covering that content/word
Excluding ‘news’ will severely impact reach and scale. Work with trusted news sources to ensure you’re
tapping into their trusted safe news while excluding words/terms your business absolutely cannot be
associated with.
Domain and Keyword lists for editorial control
Keywords have been a helpful proxy for avoiding content that is not in line with a brand’s values. This is an
effective tool for blocking content in real-time, but it doesn’t take into account whether the environment is
actually right or wrong for your brand.
Here are some best practices when using keyword blocking:
Keywords
Start from scratch and compile a concise set of keywords deemed totally unsuitable for your brand
Consider pairing words for additional context and avoid ambiguous words
Ask whether these keywords being covered with the brand safety already in place.
Ask, “would blocking this keyword prevent my ad from also appearing alongside safe content?”, and
adjust accordingly
Do not use a one-size-fits-all and all-risk encompassing list
Do not adopt a past and potentially out of date list
Routinely review and refresh your list (at least once a month) ensuring clear ownership of changes
If used to address a public crisis or negative PR issue, ensure these specific terms are part of the
review cadence
Understand the trade offs across scale, reach, cost and quality of using excessive lists and the risk of
blocking safe content
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Steps to protect your
brand image &
reputation
Here are some easy-to-implement best practices that can help protect your brand’s reputation when
advertising online.
Risk thresholds differ amongst brands and can change. Define, customise and revisit them often.
Prepare for a crisis by partnering with your communications team and verification partners to prevent
this from happening.
Create a plan in case the worst does happen.
Be honest with your partners and publishers – make your expectations clear from the start and keep
an open dialogue throughout your partnership.
Ensure your programmatic buys are protected with pre-bid targeting, to avoid appearing adjacent to
risky content.
Keep track of industry benchmarks to ensure you’re performing at your best.
Stay informed. Know your partners, their capabilities and how they can help you achieve your
campaign goals.
Don’t just set it and forget it. Keep your exclusion list and keyword lists up to date and review them
regularly.

Brand Safety partner checklist:
Create an overall vision for what brand safety suitability should be in your company
Compile a concise keyword list your company needs to avoid
Is the partner IAB Gold Standard certified?
Is the partner signed up and upholding the commitments of the Coalition for Better Ads?
Open lines of communication with platforms and publishers
Agree on approaches that meet your needs
Be on top of all new products, policies and approaches
Understand what controls publishers possess and how they're being used to reflect your brand safety
concerns
Schedule regular review sessions of your keyword list and routinely remove words where possible
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The Gold
Standard:
The Gold Standard, which was developed by IAB UK, was adopted by IAB Ireland in 2021. This set of
digital advertising standards is recognised globally as a powerful initiative, which has evolved to keep pace
with a fast changing industry and continues to adapt to help drive a healthy, sustainable digital advertising
ecosystem.
The Gold Standard has four main aims:
1. To uphold brand safety
2. To tackle ad fraud
3. To improve the digital advertising experience and
4. To help compliance with the GDPR and ePrivacy law
In order to be Gold Standard certified, companies have to meet the compliance criteria relevant for their
company type which include TAG (Trustworthy Accountability Group) Brand Safety certification, as well as
providing detailed proofs of compliance across the other 3 IAB standards.
All of the info relating to Gold Standard is here on our website - including the companies who are
registered and certified and the compliance grid - ie what's involved for each type of company.
The support of brands is key to the Gold Standard with Aer Lingus, An Post,
AIB, Diageo, Laya Healthcare, Nissan and Vodafone leading the way as Brand Supporters
committing to working with Gold Standard certified partners.

For more information, contact suzanne@iabireland.ie and maeve@iabireland.ie
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Definitions & Useful links:
IAB Europe’s Quality & Transparency Task Force has agreed on the following European level definitions for
brand safety and brand suitability:
Brand Safety
Brand Safety describes the practices and tools that are put in place to ensure that a digital advertising
campaign will not appear next to any content that is illegal (e.g. drug related content) or dangerous (e.g.
pornogrphy or violence). It should be applied to every campaign to protect a brand’s reputation and not
fund any illegal or dangerous content providers.
The categories defined by the Brand Safety Floor Framework, initially drafted by the 4As and now
supported by the Global Alliance for Responsible Media (GARM), are applicable here.
Brand Suitability:
Brand Suitability describes the practices and tools that are put in place in addition to brand safety controls
to ensure that a digital advertising campaign appears against content that is deemed relevant and
appropriate for the brand.
It equally refers to the ability of a brand to choose the risk profile suitable to their brand.- low, medium or
high risk. The scale was, as well, developed by the 4As and endorsed by GARM.

Useful Links:
IAB Ireland Guide to Contextual Targeting
IAB Europe Guide to Brand Safety & Suitability
TAG (Trustworthy Accountability Group)
Coalition for Better Ads
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